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WELCOME
Jessica Stanton (meeting facilitator) welcomed the committee members and opened the meeting
with a centering exercise. Jessica reiterated the importance of the Equity and Mobility Advisory
Committee’s (EMAC) work, reviewed the Working Together Agreements, and provided an
overview of the meeting purpose – to review and discuss policy and strategy options, and key
questions on the study of potential impacts related to affordability. Jessica provided an
overview of the proposed outcomes and the agenda. She noted that a recap would follow the
breakout room discussions to highlight key discussion points from each breakout room.

SETTING THE TABLE
Jessica provided an overview of the EMAC Game Plan to reorient committee members to the
process for developing recommendations to the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC).
Jessica reiterated that previous meetings were focused on transit and multimodal, and
neighborhood health and safety. The focus is now on affordability. During the September
through November meetings, EMAC will focus on furthering and finalizing the
recommendations they will present to the OTC in November.

TODAY’S MEAL
Garet Prior (project team) introduced background content on affordability intended to help “set
the table” and prepare committee members to discuss affordability policies and strategies. First,
Garet outlined the key elements of affordability. He reviewed the three documents that were
introduced as materials for this EMAC meeting and noted the proposed updates that came from
the EMAC discussion groups and subsequent National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
Scuba team (EMAC sub team focused on performance measures) meetings. Those three
documents are:
1

Tolling and Affordability: Research

2

Tolling and Affordability: EMAC Policy & Strategy Options

3

Performance Measures: Affordability with NEPA Scuba team comments and suggested
edits.

Garet noted the first discussion question that will be addressed during the breakout rooms and
walked through the nine key takeaways from the research document (see Equity and Mobility
Advisory Committee Meeting 12 presentation [slides 18-35] and meeting recording [video; 10:05]).
Jessica then read discussion question number two for the breakout rooms and Chris Lepe
(project team) highlighted the affordability policy and strategy options that would be discussed
in the breakout rooms (see Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 12 presentation [slides
37-43] and meeting recording [video; 19:40]).
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Committee Comments
•

A committee member commented on the policy and strategy options document and
referenced the statement under transit investments with toll revenue, “Bus riders may be
disproportionately low-income, but they suffer no direct harm from pricing,”. The
committee member disagreed with that statement and noted the critical mass issue: if buses
are full, pass ups (meaning, the bus is full and does not stop to pick up passengers) could
occur. Therefore, there would be some time until revenues have increased enough to
increase the frequency of buses. The committee member wanted to know more about the
research behind that statement. The committee member also raised the issue of cars
diverting onto main streets, and more cars on main streets would slow buses, which seems
at odds with the statement.
Garet indicated they could have a follow up discussion about that statement and edits
can be made to the research document. However, the intent of that document is to set up
the policy and strategy options and EMAC should focus more on the language in the
policy and strategy document. The committee member followed up that a change in the
strategy language to focus on “avoiding” impacts might be more appropriate.

•

A committee member commented about the research document, noting some of the
statements made in the research document didn’t make sense in the context of the breakout
rooms and wanted clarity the purpose of the breakout rooms. The committee member
wasn’t sure if the breakout rooms were intended to discuss the research document or the
policy and strategy options document.
Garet asked that committee members hold their feedback on the research document
until after the meeting to be sent in an email. Then, the breakout rooms should focus on
the key takeaways from the research and feedback on the policy and strategy options.

AFFORDABILITY WORKSHOP
Jessica explained how the breakout rooms would function and went over the two questions for
discussion during the breakout rooms:
1

1. What is your reaction to the key takeaways in the research document?

2

2. Based on your knowledge of your community and the research, are these the policy or
strategy options that should be advanced by EMAC? How can they be strengthened? What's
missing?

The committee entered breakout room discussions for 25 minutes.

BREAKOUT ROOM REPORT OUT
During the breakout rooms, comments were recorded on a jamboard (digital whiteboard).
Following the breakout room discussion, members and staff were brought back together and a
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brief report out was provided by someone from each breakout room. The report out is captured
below and jamboard notes are included at the end of this summary.

Breakout Group 1

Breakout group 1 was facilitated by Chris Lepe, project team. John Gardner provided the group
report out. Key takeaways are summarized below by discussion question.
What is your reaction to the key takeaways in the research document?
• The group noted that some of the data in the research is dated and may not be relevant.
Does it reflect current times? The group could have benefitted from more recent data.
•

The group would like more information on how many people were included in the
demographic analysis included in the research document.

•

The group would like to workshop ideas around using funds to invest in transit- related to
who is actually riding transit and whether or not investments will benefit low-income
riders.

•

The group highlighted that giving people credits for achieving a certain level of usage in the
toll system may be counterproductive and could lead to more driving to achieve a discount.

•

It was noted that TriMet has a fare-capping system; however, that example may not be as
applicable to this process.

•

The group expressed support for incentives that promote ride-share or carpooling to reduce
the cost of tolling by driving/riding together.

•

The group discussed that tolling won’t push people onto the transit system if people aren’t
interested in riding. There needs to be more efficiency in transit so that if people want to try
transit, they have a good first experience. This needs to be set up at the beginning to make
sure transit agencies can take on potential riders.

•

The group also expressed concern around access to reliable internet and how that could
impact someone’s ability to reload a transponder or access a tolling system that is entirely
online where cash is not accepted, and tolls need to be paid. A committee member noted
that many people in Western Washington County do not have internet as an option, or their
option is unreliable.

Based on your knowledge of your community and the research, are these the policy or strategy options that
should be advanced by EMAC? How can they be strengthened? What's missing?
• The group noted that they did not get to this discussion question during the workshop.

Breakout Group 2

Breakout group 2 was facilitated by Nicole McDermott, project team. Michael Espinoza
provided the group report out. Key takeaways are summarized below by discussion question.
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What is your reaction to the key takeaways in the research document?
• The group wanted to see more rideshare or online services for vanpools and carpooling in
the document.
•

With regards to transit, the group liked the low-income assistance plan in the Los Angeles
example, including the elements waiving maintenance fees and providing a credit after a
certain number of trips.

•

The group noted the importance of transit investment and discussed the rail vs bus
investment bullet in the research document. In addition, the group recognized that transit
agencies often have a process for where investments are most needed and expressed the
need to support transit agencies and their process for implementing investments equitably.

•

The group suggested looking at Rideshare online in King County as an example of rideshare
and vanpool resources.

•

The group discussed TriMet’s HOP card and how this could be used with tolling to
accommodate users in Oregon and Washington and that more research is needed regarding
how this could be implemented.

Based on your knowledge of your community and the research, are these the policy or strategy options that
should be advanced by EMAC? How can they be strengthened? What's missing?
• The group discussed how the definition for low-income is set. The group wanted to explore
whether 200% is the correct amount. The group also identified the benefit of using 200%,
which aligns with other agency programs in the region. For example, if people have a lowincome HOP card, can this be used as a qualifier for discounts and incentives to make it easy
for people and promote interoperability.
•

The group mentioned that diving into exemptions possesses opportunities to address equity
in affordability within a complicated tolling system. A process for signing up to receive
rebates or monthly credits creates many steps for people, where you can lose people along
the way. The toll program can better serve communities by expanding exemptions for lowincome drivers.

•

The group wanted clarity regarding investing in transit versus discounts and exemptions –
finding the balance between those two different goals. The group felt an element missing to
acknowledge how transit investments help enhance the alternatives to driving by giving
people better choices. And they suggested considering both goals as necessary, not asking
people to choose between them. The group suggested updating the policy and strategy
recommendations to state “pricing without low-income exemptions could increase costs for
low-income drivers” rather than “pricing harms drivers.” The group noted that efforts to
manage inequitable enforcement or burdens on Black Indigenous and People of Color
(BIPOC) communities should be included.

Breakout Group 3

Breakout group 3 was facilitated by Anne Pressentin, project team. Dwight Brashear provided
the group report out. Key takeaways are summarized below by discussion question.
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What is your reaction to the key takeaways in the research document?
• The group discussed that affordability is important to a lot of people in different
communities. The group appreciated the research document’s approach to other examples
across the country as best practices.
•

One committee member in the group had recently visited California and drove on one of the
toll roads that were used as an example in the research document. The committee member
realized that Oregon is different with regards to communities positioning near toll roads.
The group discussed the uniqueness of Oregon and how some of the research is not
applicable to this region.

•

The group mentioned that equity impacts are region-specific.

Based on your knowledge of your community and the research, are these the policy or strategy options that
should be advanced by EMAC? How can they be strengthened? What's missing?
• The group discussed the need to look beyond the standard definition of low-income.
•

The group noted that there was language included in the neighborhood health and safety
policy and strategy options document that should also be included in the affordability
policy and strategy options document regarding investments from tolling revenue.

•

The group highlighted a need to identify additional barriers such as language and
technology. For example, some people are not comfortable using technology, and the toll
program should work with organizations that support technology for people who need it.
The group noted that people might push back on transponders and having transponder
technology in their cars. Some people may be concerned that transponders are spying on
them or listening to their conversations.

•

The group mentioned that EMAC should be involved in prioritizing the policy and strategy
options. There are currently so many options that it would be helpful to find ways to move
the information forward for EMAC.

•

A committee member noted that it is interesting to have these conversations without
knowing the toll rates, and policy and strategy options may evolve as toll rates are
identified.

Breakout Group – Public

Garet facilitated a public breakout room, which included 18 members of the public. Garet led
the group through the same questions considered by the committee members. Garet noted that
many of the same themes were discussed in the public breakout room. Garet highlighted the
following key comments/questions:
•

Members of the public discussed the intersection between affordability, climate, health, and
affordability and car/vanpool. Because EMAC has reviewed those topics separately, it
would be beneficial to see how they fit together.

•

Some members of the public expressed that this is the first time they are hearing about
tolling, so there is a lot of concern about how it will impact them and their community.
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•

Garet identified himself and Hannah as project team members to whom people can reach
out for more information on the toll program.

Affordability Pulse Poll

Jessica facilitated a poll for committee members. With the understanding that the policy and
strategy options will be updated based on the members’ comments received during the
meeting, the poll was intended to assess how committee members felt about the affordability
recommendations.
12 EMAC members responded.
Question
How close is EMAC on a
recommendation for affordability
strategies and policies??

0-20%

20-40%

40-60%

60-80%

80-100%

1

1

8

1

1

COMMITTEE MEMBER REPORT OUT
EMAC Scuba Team Update

Bill Baumann reported out on the EMAC Scuba Team feedback for the Performance Measures
on Affordability (see Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 12 presentation [slide 51] and
meeting recording [video; 1:19:25]). Bill noted that additional examples of affordability
performance measures should identify other elements, such as travel costs as a percentage of
household income and defining vehicle operator costs.
Jessica invited committee members to review the comments and questions raised by the NEPA
Scuba Team and to send any additional feedback on the performance measures to Garet by
September 1st.

EMAC Navigators Update

Abe Moland reported out on the EMAC Navigators (EMAC sub team focused on policy and
strategy options) feedback on the EMAC draft recommendations to the OTC (see Equity and
Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 12 presentation [slide 54] and meeting recording [video;
1:22:00]). Abe reminded the committee of the members included on the EMAC Navigators
team. The EMAC Navigators suggested adding more context overall to the OTC
recommendations document and including language regarding regional benefits to Washington
residents.
Jessica invited committee members to send any additional feedback to Garet by September 1st.
Jessica also asked for EMAC volunteers to meet with the project team to help develop materials
to support ongoing community outreach.
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Toll projects: status update and input

Garet provided an update on the Regional Mobility Pricing Project (RMPP) (see Equity and
Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 12 presentation [slide 57-58] and meeting recording [video;
1:26:00]) and the I-205 Toll Project (see Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting 12
presentation [slide 59-60] and meeting recording [video; 1:27:20]). Garet provided committee
members with an opportunity to provide feedback on the Purpose and Need Statement for the
RMPP and identified how committee members can get involved in the outreach efforts for both
projects.
Garet also noted that additional space would be given at the September EMAC meeting for
project updates.

NEXT STEPS
Jessica reviewed next steps for the committee:
•

At the next EMAC meeting on September 22, 2021, the committee will further develop
EMAC’s recommendations to the OTC.

Jessica reminded members to fill out the meeting evaluations to help identify areas for
improvement. She thanked the committee members for their time and input and adjourned the
meeting.
Note: This document is only a summary of issues and actions from this meeting. It is not intended to be a
transcript of the meeting, but rather an overview of points raised and responses from the Project Team.
We have posted a full recording of the meeting on the committee webpage.
The information in this document, and the public and agency input received, may be adopted or
incorporated by reference into a future environmental review process to meet the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act.
Please note that committee member and public comments during meetings are part of the public record
and open to public records requests through the Oregon Public Records and Meetings Law.
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Si desea obtener información sobre este proyecto traducida al español, sírvase llamar al
503-731- 4128.
Nếu quý vị muốn thông tin về dự án này được dịch sang tiếng Việt, xin gọi 503-731-4128.
Если вы хотите чтобы информация об этом проекте была переведена на русский язык,
пожалуйста, звоните по телефону 503-731-4128.
如果您想瞭解這個項目，我們有提供繁體中文翻譯，請致電：503-731-4128。
如果您想了解这个项目，我们有提供简体中文翻译，请致电：503-731-4128。
For Americans with Disabilities Act or Civil Rights Title VI accommodations, translation /
interpretation services, or more information call 503-731-4128, TTY (800) 735-2900 or Oregon
Relay Service 7-1-1.
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MEETING EVALUATION RESULTS
Seven committee members completed the meeting evaluation. Results are outlined below.
Question
1. The meeting met my expectations
for equitable involvement and
treatment of committee
members, consistent with the
guiding principles in the
Committee Charter.
2. The presentation and speakers
were engaging and encouraged
dialog.
3. I clearly understood the meeting
objectives and knew what we
were trying to accomplish.
4. The communications and
materials sent in advance of the
meeting were relevant, advanced
my learning, and contributed to
my ability to meaningfully
participate.
5. I had the opportunity to speak, be
heard, and contribute to
decisions under consideration.

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Skipped

4

3

0

0

0

4

3

0

0

0

3

3

1

0

0

5

2

0

0

0

5

2

0

0

0

Comments on Question 4
• Lots
• Its a lot - I appreciate the work but I am hoping folks are actually getting through it
Comments on Question 5
• Make space, take space

Open-Ended Questions
Question 6: Were there any aspects of today’s meeting that you particularly liked or disliked? (4 answered, 2
skipped)
• We didn't have enough time to get through the materials/questions in the break out group,
and it is not clear what the steps are to provide input or have further discussion.
•

Not enough time in the breakout to get through the research doc and the policy doc. It was
hard to consider the policy doc without the research doc since there was quite a bit of
overlap.

•

N/A

•

Never enough time to talk about content and get to a space where we have shared
understanding to brainstorm/enhance the baseline work shared :(

•

We need more discussion time
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Question 7: What topics or issues do we need to address or revisit in future meetings? (4 answered, 2 skipped)
• Would really like to see how the tolling program could be incorporated with the HOP pass.
•

Affordability strategies
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JAMBOARD NOTES – EMAC
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JAMBOARD NOTES – PUBLIC
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MEETING CHAT BOX RECORD FROM ZOOM
15:50:09 From John Gardner to Everyone : question
15:56:54 From Amanda G-S (she/her) to Everyone : Question
15:57:41 From Stephanie Sprague to Everyone : I saw the strategy related to addressing
language barriers. Is there also a strategy that addresses technology barriers: specifically tech
support for individuals who might have difficulty accessing information about tolling or
account status due to lack of computer or discomfort with technology?
16:26:12 From Amanda G-S (she/her) to Everyone : An additional concern I had is about
internet access and reliability in the rural parts of our region (like exists in western Washington
County) and how this may impact a person's ability to reload a transponder/access the digital
system for payment in advance etc.
16:29:15 From Kari Schlosshauer [she/her] to Everyone : I wanted to add a comment to the
strategy doc, that the transponders should be really easy for people to get, in other words they
shouldn't have to "go" somewhere (or very far) to pick one up.
16:37:33 From Kari Schlosshauer [she/her] to Everyone : On p. 5 of the policy/strategy doc, one
thing brought up in previous EMAC discussions was "How will individuals and immigrant
communities who live outside of the areas be impacted by the tolls", but I didn't see that
addressed here and think it's important especially as the program gets going as well as for those
from outside OR (and especially if there will ultimately be a higher rate charged for use without
a transponder). My suggestion for consideration would be something like: at first time use of
system (without transponder) there would be no charge, but drivers would receive a note in the
mail about how to buy a transponder if there will be future trips.
16:55:45 From Amanda G-S (she/her) to Everyone : Amanda
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Date received
Source
From

7/23/2021
Project inbox
Mary Rigert

WRITTEN PUBLIC COMMENT
Subject: Committee Public Comment
Regarding: Tolls on Oregon Roads/Freeways/other ideas
NO TOLLS!
I do not know how or when this "committee" has been formed and come to the conclusion that
Oregon citizens want "tolls" on our roads.
WE DO NOT WANT TOLLS ON OREGON ROADS.
We expect gas taxes and money from other Oregon taxes to strengthen our road system with
upkeep and new roads. Commerce needs to be encouraged, NOT discouraged.
Five (one more friend since the last comment) family/friend members have left Oregon. I want
to stay and keep it filled with prosperity which includes a thriving transportation system for
vehicles.
You say:
"They help solicit feedback and participation from youth, older adults, Black, Indigenous,
people of color, and multi-racial people, people who may speak a language other than English,
and people living with a disability."
Each of us is a person who pays taxes or just want the state to take care of the roads so that we
will transport ourselves, no matter age, color, sex or other language! Grow up, please. We are
each adults!
Mary Rigert
7972 SW Red Sunset Lane
Beaverton, Oregon 97007
Small Business Owner
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Date received
Source
From

7/26/2021
Project inbox
Alan Randol

Subject: Committee Public Comment
Hello,
I commute from Vancouver, WA to Beaverton, OR nearly every day of the week. I believe
placing tolls on the major thoroughfares is the incorrect approach to alleviate the congestion. If
you are still reading this email and haven't disregarded it, thank you.
Vehicles are the most energy efficient and sensible way to commute, and statistics prove it. Here
is just one example of many: https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/truecar-forecaststotal-new-vehicle-sales-up-42-year-over-year-for-march-2021-in-first-year-over-year-comparesince-covid-19-impact-on-industry-301255643.html
New and used vehicles are "flying" out of dealership showrooms at alarming rates. Why not
improve the current highway system? Why not replace the outdated I-5 bridge? Why not invest
in mass transit without ignoring the needs of the MAJORITY of the commuters who live and
work in Portland and the surrounding areas?
The Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee is promoting anything BUT equity by promoting
a toll program. How can you say that equality is your goal, when you are promoting and
planning to unfairly force hardship on the MAJORITY of the citizens of this area! It doesn't
make any sense. Hard working people, doing their best to support their families, are going to be
forced to bear a needless financial burden. How is that equality? I can tell you that it is not!
If you are still reading this, I applaud you! I also urge you, the committee, to focus on the
FACTS and the REALITY of the needs of the citizens of this region. Please don't ignore actual
solutions that would help fix our out-of-date highway system. Please stop focusing on tolls as a
solution to the traffic problems. Please! Tolls are NOT the answer!
Respectfully,
Alan Randol
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Date received
7/28/2021
Source
Project inbox
From
Lucy Allison-Pursley
Subject: Committee public comment - July 28, 2021 meeting
Excellent meeting. Very interesting. Thank you to the ODOT and the EMAC committee
members for putting in hard work.
Observation - I live in Molalla, where a lot of people commute via OR 213 to points off I-205 or
to I-5 northbound. This is a reality as the cost of housing increases in metro area. Has ODOT
done traffic assessments to determine how far much of the traffic is coming from south county
and determining how to address the impact of tolls on those individuals and to get their input?
One of my biggest concerns is that a lot of the more rural population is not friendly toward
government AND has a tendency to feel overlooked, unheard, and, when discussions involve
"equity," aggrieved. Is any outreach happening to outlying areas to make sure that this
demographic is included in coming up with solutions - carpooling? flat monthly rate? pressure
on employers for flexible schedules? - that addresses some of their issues. Many people are
financially over-extended paying for gas and car expenses due to long commutes, yet they have
few local employment options, and many can't telecommute.
By the way, I agree with Lorelei that the impact of traffic on downtown Oregon City, Hwy 99E,
the Oregon City bridge, and Hwy 43 near I-205 will be enormous as people try to get around
paying tolls. Important to note that there is no safe route to get between Oregon City and West
Linn via bicycle.
Thank you,
Lucy Allison-Pursley
lucya-p@outlook.com
503-780-7693
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Date received
Source
From

8/4/2021
Project inbox
Steven Silvey

Subject: Equity
Sirs,
It seems to me that you are creating a racist climate, by the use of your new term EQUITY,
you are dividing us into groups and than using a perceived assumption as to what we are and
pitting one group against another group, all in the name of a system that saw its last use a bit
ago, which involved a war.
I thought the bill of rights states it pretty good, and having traveled the world our system while
with flaws is one of the best or was before some wish to to divided and conquer.
Not once has there been a response to my questions on how does this term play in driving on
the road.
Not once has ODOT or this group addressed shift work
Not once has this group understood what work is, in a factory, and think everyone can go to
work when they want and shift their personal schedule to suit a less costly toll.
Not once has the state address or this committee the fact that the states progress, and city of
Portland progress in promoting development and new business lead to the current situation as
the state and Portland have kick the can down the road.
Now in your wisdom you shall just tax the people again, for use of what was a public road,
which was not maintained, upgraded and improved while at the same time the state and
Portland went about promoted higher usage of said public roads.
It is sad, that you must divide and conquer pitting one group to the other, and than further tax
for use of a public road, due to the incompetence of those officials and employees whom were
to work for the people, but in truth only work for themselves.
TA
Steven Silvey
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Date received
Source
From

8/8/2021
Project inbox
Debra and Wally MacDougall

Subject: Committee Public Comment
We conducted many surveys during our professional years as management consultants,
including at the statewide level. The online surveys associated with this project all have a
decided bias in favor of the tolling projects and their presumed benefits. There have been
virtually no unbiased questions affording regional residents opportunities to provide clear and
direct responses to dimensions of the tolling project that may have other than the implied or
desired beneficial impacts.
Surveys are very clearly designed to favor the project. This is a major flaw in survey design and
implementation with which we take issue.
Respectfully,
Debra and Wally MacDougall
(Retired)
Date received
Source
From

8/18/2021
Project inbox
Lindsay Leer

Subject: Committee Public Comment
As a traveling worker that traveled to Seattle and went through tolls I strongly disagree with
any benefit to them. Slowing us down on our travels and inconveniencing us on always needing
toll money available. It’s not helpful whatsoever it’s just another way for states to collect
money, as we are already paying road tax and whatever else tax that’s been deemed necessary I
don’t understand why you want to make life harder on the very few hard workers we have left!
There is a huge problem in our state on getting people back to work, you think this is going to
entice them back?
My husband owns a successful contracting business and living in Colton Or results in him
waking up at 4am to get to his job sites. He goes to numbers of destinations but a huge chunk of
them are within Portland. Can you imagine the inconvenience of a toll during those hours?
I implore you to stop with the greed and do not add any tolls to our workers drives. We don’t
drive for fun, we drive for a living.
-Lindsay Mendenhall
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Date received
8/20/2021
Source
Project inbox
From
Andrea Zaugg
Subject: Committee Public Comment
Hello,
I have serious concerns about this tolling project. Why is the government moving forward with
tolling the public without providing more and better roadways for drivers? It seems, rather, the
tolls are only intended to make it so unaffordable to drive anywhere that people just choose
NOT to use the roadways, thereby stifling businesses and the local economy.
There is no other viable option for people commuting across the Willamette River between
Oregon City and West Linn. When we looked into public transportation for my daughter to
commute from Oregon City to Tualatin, a 20 minute drive would have become an hour+ bus
ride with two transfers and nearly a quarter mile walk, no matter the weather. That is not ideal
or even desirable.
What you are doing is taking hard-earned money out of the pockets of working class people,
without even doing anything to improve their lives. You're just taking money for your projects
that nobody wants, and taking it from the people who can least afford it.
>From a concerned citizen,
Andrea Zaugg
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Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting #12 Summary
August 25, 2021
Date received
Source
From

8/20/2021
Project inbox
Lorely Miller

Subject: Mixed message on EMAC meeting date
Included in EMAC’s public comment packet per request of the sender in follow up email below.
HelloI and others would like to participate in the upcoming EMAC meeting on tolling (meeting #12).
The information provided online is conveniently mixed as it states 8/25 and then 8/26. Which is
it?
It seems all too convenient to post a mixed message, discouraging public participation in these
meetings. It is severely concerning that this would occur.
I would like to be notified ASAP as to when this meeting is taking place. I would like to inform
others of the meeting time so that we can prepare our schedules for the proper date.
Additionally, please correct the misinformation posted online so that the community is aware of
the proper date in a timely matter to allow participation!
Thank you for your prompt attention to this highly concerning misinformation.
Date received
8/20/2021
Source
Project inbox
From
Lorely Miller
Subject: Public comments -EMAC
Please include this information in the public comments with EMAC regarding the toll project. It
is highly concerning. My response received stated that ODOT would try to get back to me
within 5 business days which which would conveniently be past the date of the upcoming
meeting. It is a shame that this is occurring and definitely shows that public participation is not
welcomed in this process.
-Lorely Miller
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Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting #12 Summary
August 25, 2021
Date received
8/20/2021
Source
Project inbox
From
Lisa O’Brien
Subject: public comment: tolling
First of all, will there be a meeting 8/25/21, and if so, what is the link?
Why is it that ODOT thinks they know better than the public who uses and pays for the
freeways what measures should be taken? I notice with the surveys there is no longer an option
for providing thoughts unrelated to tolling so it feels like it is being rammed down our throats.
Why is the full funding of the i205 improvement plan not an alternative? To say that tolling is
going to ease congestion is ridiculous and you are not fooling anyone. This is going to cause
massive congestion on the other main roads as drivers try to avoid tolls. Who exactly will be
"managing" the tolls once they are up and running? What percentage of revenue will they take?
Where is the money going that is generated from tolling? How are people on fixed incomes
going to afford tolls? You speak of equity and easing congestion and value pricing...this is not
realistic.
I would like answers to my specific questions. Thank you.
Lisa O'Brien
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Equity and Mobility Advisory Committee Meeting #12 Summary
August 25, 2021
Date received
8/23/2021
Source
Project inbox
From
Shelia Marshall
Subject: Committee Public Comment
To everyone of concern,
I-5 and I-205 around the Portland area have needed repairs and upgrades for the 20 years I’ve
lived here. The Abernathy Bridge is one of my greatest concerns. With the Infrastructure Bill
passed, I hope ODOT has put in a request for funding for our area. The Interstate Bridge over
the Columbia should be able to get underway with WA as well.
Tolling hurts the locals, who have no alternative routes to take to alleviate traffic to cross our
rivers. Traffic in the Oregon City area has been jammed because of too few bridges crossing the
rivers in all directions. The span on the Willamette River from 205 to the Selwood bridge should
have multiple bridges in between to allow traffic to ease. Lake Oswego may not like that access,
but the mobility issues in our area have dire need for more crossings from SE to SW Portland
Metro. Additional access for Tri-met as well. Hwy 99 from 205 to I-5 in Aurora need additional
bridges. How can the city of rivers have so few bridges? Portland is bigger than just Portland,
and the Metro Area cities need to he included. Until the people who live here have alternative
options. I-205 and I-5 tolls for daily driving will greatly hurt the residents and local businesses.
Especially in a crisis time with our people and economy trying to endure the pandemic
recovery.
The federal funding for infrastructure should alleviate the need for tolls on our existing roads.
Build new roads, for example, another freeway from I-5 at Wilsonville to Hillsboro may need a
toll until it’s paid for. Permanent tolls are not an option for public use.
Thank you for hearing what we the residents have to say about our community. We are all in
this together,
Sheila Marshall
Date received
8/21/2021
Source
Project inbox
From
Randy
Subject: Committee Public Comment
No one wants tolls and certainly, I have no intention on paying them for roads I'm already
being taxed for. Beyond that , anything with the word "equity" in it is just liberal speak for,
screw over the people that actually work for a living.
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